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Tree with Dots Ornament • Scalloped Tree Ornament 
Wall-Mounted Reindeer • Stitched Cards



DIRECTIONS
•Trace template onto medium-weight BARC paper, 
cut out shape and punch circles as marked.
•Glue BARC tree onto felt, trim to size and punch 
hole for hanging.
•For tabletop tree, reduce size of template.

Tree with dots ornament



DIRECTIONS
•Trace tree template onto medium-weight BARC paper and cut out.
•Trace scallop templates onto medium-weight BARC paper and felt 
as labeled—two wood and three felt per ornament.
•Glue scallops onto tree as shown.
•Punch hole for hanging.

Scalloped tree ornament
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DIRECTIONS
•Cut pieces of medium-weight BARC paper to desired sizes.
•On a surface such as heavy-duty cardboard or a cutting mat, 
place template over BARC paper and use a needle tool or long 
needle to make holes as indicated.
•Thread a needle with floss and stitch designs, taping the ends 
on the reverse side of the wood.
•When design is complete, adhere wood to a piece of colored 
card stock, trim edges and attach to a blank card.

Stitched cards



DIRECTIONS
•Trace reindeer templates twice onto 26" x 40" BARC paper. 
Using the mirror-image function on the copier or your 
computer, make two reverse images. Print, then trace onto 
BARC paper. Glue wrong sides of images together (white 
paper backing sides facing in), creating two double-sided 
deer heads and antlers. Assemble as marked.
•To make the mount, Mod Podge to the front of a wooden 
plaque and cover with decorative paper cut to size.
•Smooth out any air bubbles with your fingers.
•Brush on one to two thin coats of Mod Podge over the 
surface; let dry thoroughly.
•Attach the reindeer head to the plaque with glue.

Wall-mounted reindeer

Print on  
8½" x 11" paper  

and assemble reindeer  
template as shown in 

diagram. Use the 
numbers to line up the 

pieces before  
tracing.
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Reindeer back panel
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Small pieces

Cut two sets of 
these pieces
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Glue small pieces 
here, front and back
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Glue small pieces 
here, front and back
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